
Tech Treats, LLC Celebrates its Rebirth by
Offering High Quality Business Videos at
Unspeakably Low Prices
High Tech Power for Low Tech People

COLUMBIA, MD- MARYLAND, UNITED
STATES, September 10, 2017
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Tech Treats LLC,
previously Savvier Health, LLC, has
redirected its focus from health-related
technology to empowering small and
medium size businesses to use state of
the art technology to optimize their
presence and compete on a local,
national, and even global level, all on a
shoestring budget.

“Many business owners are intimidated
by technology or hesitant to invest
thousands of dollars in what many
experts consider to be the most basic
elements needed to grow a business in
2017 and beyond, namely mobile apps
and explainer videos.  Naturally, this
stunts their potential for growth,
considering the competition is
showcasing their products and services
on a much higher level,” says Myrt
Hester, spokesperson for Tech Treats,
LLC.

“Over the next few months, Tech Treats,
LLC will be rolling out a series of unique tech offerings geared toward small to medium size
businesses, and our subscribers will enjoy a preferred pricing structure on these offerings.   We chose
to begin our ‘business revival’ by offering unusually low introductory pricing on high quality
promotional videos for subscribers to our robust, yet surprisingly simple do-it-yourself mobile app
creation platform, Apps I Like (http://appsilike.net), which was featured on NewsWatch TV in May,
2017, and nonsubscribers get great prices as well,” Myrt goes on to say.

Tech Treats, LLC’s mission is to decrease the tremendous gap between multi-million dollar
businesses with a virtually unlimited marketing budget and entrepreneurs striving to grow their
business on a shoestring budget by making vital technology affordable and seamless. Some services,
such as videos, will be performed by professionals, while others, such as mobile app creation, will
require a more hands-on approach, though Tech Treats, LLC provides complimentary written and
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video tutorials that are so basic, the
average high school graduate could
become proficient in a Saturday morning
or two.  In addition, each client is
assigned a project manager should any
questions arise.  Tech Treats, LLC also
offers custom mobile app creation by a
mobile app developer who has designed
app templates for some of the world’s
leading mobile app platforms.  More to
come soon.
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